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Facilitation and Interference from Formally Similar Word
Primes in a Naming Task
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The naming of a word (e.g., CAVE) is delayed if participants first name a formally similar, but
nonrhyming, prime (e.g., HAVE). Taraban and McClelland (1987) interpreted this effect in terms of
competition between activated phonological codes, while Bradshaw and Nettleton (1974) argued that
these interference effects are due to conflicting output codes and only arise when primes are named.
Experiment 1 shows interference effects for nonrhyming primes read silently (e.g., HAVE-CAVE),
contrary to Bradshaw and Nettleton’s claim, but rhyming primes (e.g., NEED-WEED) produced no
facilitation, contrary to predictions from Taraban and McClelland’s model. In Experiment 2 partic-
ipants named both prime and target, and both interference and facilitation were observed. In
Experiment 3 formally dissimilar rhyming prime-target pairs (e.g., EIGHT-HATE) produced no
facilitation even when primes were named. Both interference and facilitation effects seem to result
from a complicated interaction of orthographic, phonological, and output codes.© 1999 Academic Press
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Skilled readers have little difficulty gener
ing the phonological and semantic codes ne
sary to understand text. Despite appearan
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however, generating a phonological code fro
visual input is actually a rather complica
process. As such, there are now a numbe
models of the processes involved, each wi
slightly different conceptualization of how ph
nology is derived. Dual-route models, for e
ample, propose two possible ways to formu
a word’s name from orthographic informati
(Coltheart, 1978; Coltheart, Curtis, Atkins,
Haller, 1993; Coltheart & Rastle, 1994; Pat
son & Morton, 1985). Many other theorie
however, posit that for most words a sin
route is all that is necessary to successf
convert orthography to phonology (Plaut, M
Clelland, Seidenberg, & Patterson, 1996; S
denberg & McClelland, 1989; Van Orden, P

e
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nington, & Stone, 1990).
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196 PEXMAN, CRISTI, AND LUPKER
One finding that any theory of naming m
explain is the regularity effect, that is, t
finding that words with regular pronunc
tions (e.g.,MINT) are usually named mo
quickly than words with irregular pronunci
tions (e.g., PINT) (e.g., Baron & Strawso
1976). What they must also explain,
course, is why the regularity effect is stro
gest for words that are low frequency, that
why there tends to be an interaction of f
quency and regularity in naming latenc
(Brown, Lupker, & Colombo, 1994; Seide
berg, Waters, Barnes, & Tanenhaus, 1984
see Jared, 1997, for evidence of regula
effects for high frequency words also).

Proponents of the dual-route model of na
ing have interpreted the regularity effect and
interaction with frequency as evidence t
there are two separate routes involved in n
ing. According to the dual-route model, o
way for a reader to generate a phonolog
code is to use grapheme-to-phoneme con
sion (GPC) rules to generate a set of phone
and then to assemble those phonemes in
complete code (the “assembly route”). T
route must be used when naming unfam
letter strings. The other route is the “lexi
route” in which a word’s phonological code
essentially looked up after the word’s orth
graphic code has allowed the word’s lexi
entry to be selected.

According to the dual-route model, irreg
lar words are named more slowly than regu
words because, for irregular words, the
sembly route produces an incorrect regu
ized phonological code which differs from t
correct phonological code produced by
lexical route. Since it takes time to resolve
difference between the outputs from the t
routes, irregular words take longer to p
nounce than regular words. Further, since
amount of time it takes the lexical route
produce a code is an inverse function of
quency, the competition process and, by
plication, the regularity effect, should
more noticeable for low frequency words,
is typically observed.

Single-route proponents, however, h

suggested that the regularity effect (and
,
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hence the regularity by frequency interacti
is actually the result of the lack of consisten
among the phonological codes activated
the orthography of an irregular word (e.
Glushko, 1979; Jared, McRae, & Seidenb
1990). Consistency describes the exten
which words that share elements of their
thography (typically, their “body”) also sha
phonology. For instance, while GAVE a
HAVE are orthographically similar, they a
phonologically dissimilar. Thus, althou
GAVE is regular and HAVE is irregula
both are inconsistent. On the other ha
GATE is regularand consistent because
words ending in -ATE are pronounced sim
larly.

Proponents of the single-route position h
provided a number of demonstrations that c
sistency is empirically important by showi
that it takes longer to name inconsistent wo
than consistent words even when those w
are all regular (e.g., Jared et al., 1990).
though these findings are somewhat contro
sial, they are easily explained by single-ro
theories such as the PDP models of Plaut e
(1996), Seidenberg and McClelland (1989)
Van Orden et al. (1990). Recent versions of
dual-route model (e.g., Coltheart et al., 19
Coltheart & Rastle, 1994; Patterson & Mort
1985) have mechanisms that, at least in the
also allow these models to account for con
tency effects. These mechanisms involve
cessing structures contained within the lex
route.

The prominent models of word namin
therefore, can all explain the effects of regu
ity, consistency, and frequency, making
somewhat difficult to discriminate among th
on the basis of these effects. In the pre
research, we examined the viability of the m
els from a different perspective, by investig
ing the effects of priming by formally simila
words in the naming task. This investigat
extends the experiments conducted by Burt
Humphreys (1993). As Burt and Humphre
suggested, the effects that they observed
peared to pose a serious challenge for all o

prominent models.
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197FORM PRIMING IN NAMING
EFFECTS OF PRIMING BY FORMALLY
SIMILAR WORDS

The type of formal similarity we investigat
involved only the sharing of a word body. A s
of words that shares a word body will be said
constitute a body neighborhood. Thus, all wo
ending in -AVE (e.g., CAVE, WAVE, HAVE
etc.) make up such a neighborhood.1 Within a
neighborhood, it is possible for there to be b
friends and enemies. Friends are words
have similar phonologies; that is, they rhy
(e.g., CAVE and WAVE). Enemies have diffe
ent phonologies (e.g., WAVE and HAVE). O
examination centered on the effects on w
naming of presenting either a friend or an
emy of a target word as a prime. Several pr
ous studies have examined these issues
lexical decision tasks (e.g., Hanson & Fow
1987; Meyer, Schvaneveldt, & Ruddy, 19
Pugh, Rexer, & Katz, 1994; Shulman, Horn
& Sanders, 1978). However, we will restrict o
attention to those studies that have used
naming task since the models under invest
tion are all models of the naming process.

The effects of priming target words with th
enemies were first examined by Bradshaw
Nettleton (1974). In their Experiment 1, part
ipants were required to rapidly name a seque
of visually presented word pairs that were b
enemies (e.g., MOWN-DOWN, WART-MART
etc.). Participants took longer to name a
quence of words when enemies were adjace
each other than when they were separate
neutral words. In subsequent experime
Bradshaw and Nettleton found that when
first member of each pair was covertly identifi
but not articulated (Experiment 3), there was
effect on the pronunciation time for the seco
member of the pair. The authors took th
findings to mean that it was necessary to n
the prime aloud in order to observe interfere
from enemies in the body neighborhood.

Taraban and McClelland (1987) provided

1 For the sake of brevity, we will often refer to bo
neighborhoods simply as “neighborhoods” and body ne
bors as “neighbors.” The reader should keep in mind, h
ever, that our use of these terms is slightly different than
more common use described by Coltheart, Davelaar, J

son, and Besner (1977).
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more controlled examination of the effect
priming by enemies on the naming process
their Experiment 2 the targets were regu
words, and the primes were either enemies (
PINT-TINT) or regular control words (e.g
TAPS-TINT). They found a small but signi
cant (15 msec) interference effect for tar
naming latencies when participants nam
primes that were enemies of the targets.

Taraban and McClelland (1987) interpre
their results in terms of a conspiracy mod
They based this model on the principles
interactive activation (see McClelland
Rumelhart, 1981; Rumelhart & McClellan
1982) and thus proposed that the model inc
a hierarchical arrangement of three levels
letter level, a word level, and a phonologi
level. Activation feeds forward from one lev
to the next. To the extent that phonologi
features are shared among the activated w
a pronunciation will be synthesized easily. E
emies in the neighborhood, however, can s
naming latency because those words’ phono
ical features are incompatible with the pho
logical features of the target.

Using this model, Taraban and McClella
(1987) offered the following account of the int
ference produced by enemy primes. Whe
reader processes an irregular word like PINT
prime, the representational structures for P
become activated. When a regular neighbor ta
(e.g., MINT) is presented, the representatio
structures for PINT are further activated. Thus,
phonological features for PINT play a major (a
interfering) role in the synthesis of the pronun
ation for MINT. The result is a delay in the na
ing of MINT in comparison to when the prime
not a body neighbor of MINT.

On the other hand, when a friend, such
TINT, is presented as a prime, the appropr
phonology for the target should be preactiva
and therefore pronunciation of the target shoul
facilitated. Thus, Taraban and McClelland’s
count of phonological interference also lead
the prediction of phonological facilitation fro
friend primes. In fact, Taraban and McClella
did report facilitation from friend primes, how
ever, they only investigated this effect for n

-
-
e
s-

word targets. In contrast, Lupker and Colombo
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198 PEXMAN, CRISTI, AND LUPKER
(1994) found virtually no evidence that word na
ing was facilitated by friend primes except wh
the target was a low frequency irregular w
(e.g., WASH-SQUASH).

More recently, Burt and Humphreys (199
also investigated interference effects from
emy primes in a naming task. In their stud
participants were required to name an irreg
prime (e.g., BUSH) and subsequently to nam
regular target (e.g., MUSH). As in previo
studies, they reported interference when
prime immediately preceded the target. T
effect, however, was also found when the pr
was presented ten trials earlier. Burt and H
phreys concluded that their delayed phonol
cal interference was inconsistent with Tara
and McClelland’s (1987) conspiracy mod
The conspiracy model’s explanation is based
the prime’s activation and thus one would p
dict that interference would be relatively sho
lived. Certainly, phonological interferen
should not survive the presentation of a num
of intervening stimuli that are also named. Si
Burt and Humphreys found that interferen
effects survived a prime-target delay of 10 tr
they suggested their results were more com
ible with Seidenberg and McClelland’s (198
PDP model (although, as will be discuss
even this model requires new assumption
account for the delayed interference effect)

According to PDP-type models (e.g., Plau
al., 1996; Seidenberg & McClelland, 198
naming words involves the computation of p
nological codes that are characterized as
terns of activation distributed over represe
tional units. A single process can comput
phonological code from an orthographic in
for all words and nonwords. The model its
consists of a network of interconnected ort
graphic and phonological units and a media
level of hidden units. Connections between
thographic and phonological units are weigh
These weights change as a consequence o
perience with words and their pronunciatio
With repeated exposure to a word, the conn
tion weights between the word’s orthograp
and phonological units (and mediating hidd
units) are adjusted in the correct direction. Th

with increased experience, the pattern of pho
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nological activation more closely approxima
the correct pattern of activation. This learn
model differs from an activation model li
Taraban and McClelland’s (1987) in that, unl
activation that presumably dissipates rap
unless consciously maintained, connec
strengths are not altered until another stim
that recruits the relevant units is processed

Although the assumptions of the PDP-ty
models are consistent with delayed phonolog
interference effects, Burt and Humphreys (19
argued that Seidenberg and McClelland’s (19
model, as implemented, could not actually
count for Burt and Humphreys’ effects. Learn
rules in the model do not allow a single expos
of a prime to produce weight changes substa
enough to affect pronunciation of a target. Tha
simulations with the model revealed that the
gle presentation of the irregular word PINT p
duced negligible changes in weights and
should have little effect on the pronunciation
tency for MINT. An interference effect wou
only be expected after repeated presentations
denberg & McClelland, 1989, pp. 540–541). S
ilarly, it would only be after repeated exposu
that the regular prime TINT would facilitate na
ing of the target MINT.

As noted, the main alternative to single-ro
models like Seidenberg and McClellan
(1989) model is the dual-route model. The m
recent version of the dual-route model—the
al-Route Cascaded (DRC) model (Colthear
al., 1993; Coltheart & Rastle, 1994)—accou
for consistency effects in terms of the lexi
route. The idea is that a word will activate n
only its own word detector but also word det
tors for neighbors. These detectors in turn f
activation forward to the phonological outp
lexicon and the phoneme system. If the pho
ogy for these neighbors is inconsistent (i.e
there are enemies in the neighborhood),
information produced by the lexical route w
be less helpful in deriving the ultimate pronu
ciation. Thus, regular-inconsistent words m
be named more slowly than regular-consis
words depending on factors such as how inc
sistent the neighborhood is and how much
lexical route actually contributes to the nam

-of regular-consistent words.
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199FORM PRIMING IN NAMING
This DRC account is actually quite similar
the account provided by the conspiracy mo
of Taraban and McClelland (1987). As such,
DRC model would appear to make the sa
predictions. That is, the DRC model, constr
this way, would predict the interference o
served when a target like MINT is preceded
an enemy prime like PINT. However, it wou
also predict that this effect should not be p
ticularly long-lasting, since it is based on a
vation of representational structures, and
the naming of a target like MINT would b
facilitated when preceded by a prime like TIN

THE PRESENT PARADIGM

In the present research we attempted to
dress two issues. First, we wished to tak
closer look at the time course of the interfere
effects from priming by enemies and the (
tential) facilitative effects from priming b
friends in the naming task. Previously, inve
gators have examined the interference eff
only for targets presented at least 1 s, and so
times more than 3 s, after the prime (e.g., B
& Humphreys, 1993; Kay & Marcel, 198
Taraban & McClelland, 1987). However, t
models under investigation all suggest that
priming processes are automatic in nature
therefore, should be active at much shorter s
ulus onset asynchronies (SOAs). To our kno
edge, this issue has never been examined.

Second, to what extent are the interference
fects dependent on naming the prime (as we
the target)? Bradshaw and Nettleton (1974)
gested that interference from enemy primes
occurs if the prime is named aloud. With
exception of some of Bradshaw and Nettleto
experiments, in studies investigating phonolog
interference in naming, participants have alw
been required to name the prime aloud (e.g.,
& Humphreys, 1993; Seidenberg et al., 19
Taraban & McClelland, 1987). If Bradshaw a
Nettleton are correct and priming only occ
when primes are named aloud, then these prim
effects may actually be due to overlapping ou
or articulatory processes and not to the phono
ical code generation process. On the other ha
interference can be obtained when primes are

silently, then it would seem more likely that this
l
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effect is at least partly due to the phonolog
code generation processes. To resolve this i
in the present experiments we first investiga
whether phonological interference can be obta
without prime naming. We then contrasted
interference effects obtained when only the tar
are named aloud with those in a condition
which both the primes and targets are na
aloud.

To investigate these issues we used a m
fied version of Taraban and McClellan
(1987) methodology. Specifically, we includ
enemy (e.g., HAVE-CAVE), friend (e.g., WAVE
CAVE), and control (e.g., TAPS-CAVE) prime
In an attempt to maintain consistency across s
ulus pairs, for enemy primes what we deeme
be the irregular word of the pair was selected t
the prime. Henceforth, this condition will be
ferred to as the irregular prime condition (with
friend prime condition being referred to as
regular prime condition). In a few pairs involvi
enemies where it was unclear which was the
regular word and which was the regular word
designation of prime and target was somew
arbitrary. However, given the strong parallels
tween priming regular words with irregular wor
and irregular words with regular words repor
by Burt and Humphreys (1993), the question
which word was the prime and which was
target would seem not to be an important one
any case, as will be noted subsequently, remo
these pairs from the analysis did not change an
the results.

A weakness in Taraban and McClellan
(1987) and Burt and Humphreys’s (1993)
signs was noted and corrected. These au
used what is technically an inappropriate c
trol condition. Trials with related irregul
primes were compared to a control condit
with unrelated regular primes. When the pri
is an irregular word, the control conditi
should also involve an irregular prime. Mo
generally, there is some indication in the lit
ature that processing time for the prime is
important determinant of processing time
the target regardless of whether there is a
tion between prime and target (Lupker & W
liams, 1989; Vanderwart, 1984). Thus, wh

possible, it is important that the same primes be
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200 PEXMAN, CRISTI, AND LUPKER
used in the related and unrelated conditions
their pairings being interchanged in the t
conditions. As such, in our first two experime
four types of priming conditions were use
irregular related, irregular unrelated, regular
lated, and regular unrelated. Based on sim
considerations, the frequency of the primes
controlled by dividing the primes into high a
low frequency sets and manipulating prime
quency in both the related and unrelated co
tions. This allowed us to control for effects
prime frequency. In all three of the experime
the targets were low frequency regular wor

EXPERIMENT 1

In Experiment 1 we attempted to determ
whether interference and facilitation effects
be obtained without prime naming and, if so,
time course of those effects. Thus, in Exp
ment 1 the primes were not named and S
was manipulated. To accomplish this, th
were three SOA conditions in Experiment 1
Condition A the SOA was 129 ms, in Conditi
B the SOA was 314 ms, and in Condition C
SOA was 814 ms. These SOA values appr
mate the SOAs used in Lupker and Colomb
(1994) Experiment 1 and thus should allow
comparison with their results.

Method

Participants

The participants in Experiments 1 were
dergraduate students at the University of W
ern Ontario. Thirty-six participants were tes
in Condition A, 24 new participants were tes
in Condition B, and 30 new participants we
tested in Condition C.

In each of the experiments reported h
participants were paid or received partial cou
credit in an introductory psychology course
their participation. All participants consider
English to be their first language and had n
mal or corrected-to-normal vision.

Apparatus

Stimuli were presented on a computer mo
tor on which letters were approximately 0

cm high and at eye level for participants. Par
h

-
r
s

-
i-

-

i-

t-

,
e

-

-

ticipants sat approximately 50 cm from t
monitor screen. Naming times were recorded
a microphone connected to an electronic v
key relay which is triggered by vocal respons

Stimuli

Thirty-two formally similar prime-target pai
were selected such that the prime and ta
were regular (rhyming) words (e.g., NEE
WEED). For 16 pairs the prime frequency w
greater than 60 per million (M 5 280.9, Me
dian 5 128.0), and for the remaining 16 pa
the prime frequency was less than 55 per
lion (M 5 11.2, Median5 6.5) (Kučera &
Francis, 1967). Frequency for all targets w
less than 55 per million (M 5 9.6, Median5

.5 for targets paired with high frequen
rimes; M 5 6.4, Median5 3.0 for target

paired with low frequency primes).
Another 32 formally similar prime-targ

pairs were selected such that the prime wa
irregular word and the target was a regu
word, e.g., WHAT-CHAT. For 16 pairs th
prime frequency was greater than 60 per mil
(M 5 615.2, Median5 322.0) and for th
remaining 16 pairs the prime frequency was
than 55 per million (M 5 10.5, Median5 7.0).2

Frequency for all targets was less than 55
million (M 5 10.9, Median5 7.0 for target

aired with high frequency primes;M 5 10.9,
edian 5 4.0 for targets paired with low fre
uency primes). A complete list of the prim
nd targets is presented in the Appendix.
The ideal stimulus set for this experim
ould involve only regular inconsistent targe

hat is, regular words with body neighborhoo
n which at least one word has an irregu
ronunciation. Unfortunately, there are too f

nconsistent word bodies to accomplish
and, at the same time, to use the same prim

2 These averages are based on 31 of the 32 pairs be
after Experiments 1 and 2 had been completed, we dis
ered that the prime “SAID” had been misclassified as a
frequency word. In addition, some questions were ra
about the use of “WIND” as a target, since it is a hom
graph, and about the regularity of “DON,” “STEIN
“TOLL,” and “BOMB.” To address these issues, the an
yses in Experiments 1 and 2 were also performed with t

-stimuli removed. In no instance did this change the results.
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201FORM PRIMING IN NAMING
both the related and unrelated conditions) w
out considerable repetition of word bodies.
cause targets in the irregular prime condi
must be inconsistent, many (26 of 32) of
targets in the regular prime condition were c
sistent. As discussed below, there is no rea
to believe that this compromise affected
results of these experiments.

To ensure that each target was presente
both the related and unrelated conditions,
lists of stimuli were created. Targets paired w
a related prime in List A (e.g., NEED-WEED
were paired with an unrelated prime in List
(e.g., HELP-WEED). The unrelated pairs w
created such that there was minimal overla
orthography between the prime and target.
the majority of unrelated pairs, there were
overlapping letters. In some cases there was
overlapping letter (as in the HELP-WEED e
ample) and in one case (involving a five-le
prime) there were two overlapping letters. T
mean overlap between primes and targets in
unrelated condition was 0.23 letters.

Each participant was to respond to each ta
only once, so two groups of participants w
required in order to complete the counterbala
ing. Participants were assigned to the condit
by the order in which they appeared for the
periment such that the odd-numbered particip
were assigned to one group and the even-n
bered participants were assigned to the other g

Procedure

Participants were told that they would
presented with a series of stimulus pairs on
computer screen, and their task for each
would be to silently read the first word and
pronounce the second word aloud, as qui
and as accurately as possible. Participants
completed eight practice trials; one for each
the conditions in the experiment. Then the
experimental trials were presented.

Each trial began with a 1000 ms fixati
cross. Then the prime appeared and rema
on the screen for 86 ms in Condition A, 271
in Condition B, and 771 ms in Condition
After a 43 ms interstimulus interval (ISI), t
target appeared and remained on the screen

the participant responded. Thus, the SOA wa
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129 ms in Condition A, 314 ms in Condition
and 814 ms in Condition C. The intertrial int
val was 2000 ms.

Results and Discussion

Condition A

Naming latencies.In this and each of th
following experiments a trial was considered
error, and was excluded from the latency a
yses, if the naming latency was longer th
1100 ms or shorter than 250 ms (2.9% of
trials), or if the target was mispronounced (4.
of all trials). Mean naming latencies are p
sented in Table 1. The correct naming laten
were submitted to a two (Relatedness) by
(Prime Regularity) by two (Prime Frequen
by two (Participant Group) ANOVA, with Re
latedness, Prime Regularity, and Prime F
quency as within-subject factors and Particip
Group as a between-subjects factor. In addi
in this and all subsequent experiments, the
were analyzed with both subjects and ite
analyses (F1 andF2, respectively).3

The latency analyses revealed three sig
cant main effects: Relatedness (F1(1,34) 5
14.78,p , .05,MSe5 1127.8;F2(1,56)5 5.45,

, .05, MSe 5 1148.6), Prime Regulari
F1(1,34) 5 57.26,p , .001, MSe5 1870.2

2(1,56) 5 20.13,p , .001, MSe5 2619.3)
nd Prime Frequency (F1(1,34) 5 10.26,p ,

.05, MSe5 1114.8;F2(1,56)5 1.14,p . .05,
Se5 2619.3). The main effects were qualifi
y a Relatedness by Prime Frequency inte

ion (F1(1,34)5 4.68,p , .05,MSe5 1020.2

3 The words used in these experiments were not sel
“randomly” in any sense of the term. Rather, they w
selected because they met an extensive set of criteria
ther, across the three experiments, the set of items
virtually exhausts the entire population of inconsistent w
bodies. The implication is that “items” really should not
treated as a random factor in any of these analyses be
to do so would be to violate a number of assumpt
underlying the ANOVA model (see Wike & Church, 197
Further, because the items were not randomly sele
significant effects obtained in an ANOVA treating items
a random factor would not allow us to “generalize o
items” in any case. Concerns about generalizability
items are, however, addressed by the virtually iden
results in the three experiments even though different

ssets were used.
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202 PEXMAN, CRISTI, AND LUPKER
F2(1,56)5 1.66,p 5 .20,MSe5 1148.6) and
more importantly, by a three-way Relatedn
by Prime Regularity by Prime Frequency int
action (F1(1,34) 5 4.71, p , .05, MSe 5

272.1; F2(1,56) 5 1.72, p 5 .19, MSe 5
148.6), although neither of these effects w
ignificant in the items analysis. No other
ects approached significance.

Using planned comparisons we examined
ifferences between naming latencies in the

ated and unrelated conditions for each typ
rime-target pair. Target naming was sign
antly slowed by high frequency irregu
rimes (t1 (35) 5 4.77,p , .001, one-tailed;t2

(15)5 2.27,p , .05, one-tailed) but not by lo
frequency irregular primes (t1 , 1; t2 , 1). The
mall interference effects for high frequen

TAB

Mean Naming Latencies (ms) and Naming Erro
Conditions A, B, and C, as a Function of P

Prime type Related

Condition A (

High frequency
Regular 568 (1.3)
Irregular 622 (11.2)

Low frequency
Regular 582 (1.8)
Irregular 617 (7.6)

Condition B (

High frequency
Regular 568 (0.5)
Irregular 613 (10.4)

Low frequency
Regular 578 (1.6)
Irregular 622 (6.2)

Condition C (

High frequency
Regular 553 (0.0)
Irregular 618 (7.3)

Low frequency
Regular 567 (0.0)
Irregular 629 (4.9)

*p , .05 by subjects.
** p , .05 by items.
cy
s

e

e
-
f

egular and low frequency regular primes w
ot significant (t1 , 1; t2 , 1 in both cases).
Naming errors.Naming errors occurred

participants mispronounced word targets. Th
types of mispronunciations were included: (1
participant “regularized” the word; for instanc
pronounced “SOOT” as “SUIT;” (2) a partic
pant mispronounced the word in another w
for instance, pronounced “BROOD”
“BRODE;” and (3) a participant stuttered d
ing their pronunciation.

Mean percentages of errors for each co
tion are presented in Table 1. The error d
were submitted to the same analyses as
latency data. Results showed significant m
effects of Relatedness (F1(1,34) 5 8.31, p ,
.01, MSe5 35.0;F (1,56)5 10.16,p , .005,

1

rcentages (in Parentheses) for Targets in Experiment
e Frequency, Prime Regularity, and Relatedness

Unrelated RT effect Error effect

A 5 129 ms)

560 (0.4)28 20.9
583 (6.2)239*,** 25.0*,**

572 (1.8)210 0.0
613 (3.6)24 24.0*,**

A 5 314 ms)

574 (2.1)16 11.6
592 (5.2)221* 25.2*,**

587 (2.1)19 10.5
601 (3.1)221* 23.1*,**

A 5 814 ms)

555 (0.0)12 0.0
579 (2.1)239*,** 25.2*,**

570 (0.0)13 0.0
583 (1.7)246*,** 23.2*,**
LE

r Pe
rim

SO

SO

SO
2
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203FORM PRIMING IN NAMING
MSe5 24.3) and Prime Regularity (F1(1,34)5
37.81,p , .001,MSe5 34.7;F2(1,56)5 13.41

, .001, MSe 5 93.2). The Relatedness
rime Regularity interaction was also sign
ant (F1(1,34)5 8.61,p , .001,MSe5 34.7;

2(1,56) 5 7.78, p , .01, MSe 5 24.3). No
other effects were significant.

Planned comparisons showed that there w
significantly more errors in the related condit
for both high frequency irregular primes (t1 (35)
5 3.59, p , .001, one-tailed;t2 (15) 5 2.33,

, .05, one-tailed) and for low frequen
rregular primes (t1 (35) 5 2.87, p , .005; t2
(15) 5 2.02, p , .05, one-tailed). The sma
effects for high frequency regular and low f
quency regular primes were not significant (t1 ,
1; t2 , 1 in both cases).

The results of Condition A show clear int
ference for target naming when primed by h
frequency irregular primes, some evidence
interference when primed by low frequency
regular primes, and no facilitation from high
low frequency regular (rhyming) primes. T
fact that the interference (at least for high
quency irregular primes) arose at such a s
SOA suggests that this effect was due to a
matic prime processing. Further, the fact
this interference arose when participants r
the primes silently provides strong evide
against Bradshaw and Nettleton’s (1974) cl
that phonological interference effects only a
when primes are named. On the other hand
interference effect is consistent with Tara
and McClelland’s (1987) conspiracy mo
which views the naming process as depen
on the interactions among neighbors.

Taraban and McClelland’s (1987) conspir
model does, however, have some difficulty w
our finding that rhyming primes did not faci
tate target naming. According to the conspir
model, facilitation in naming should occ
when primes and targets share both orthogra
and phonology, and these authors did report
effect for nonword targets. However, the
sence of facilitation in this experiment rep
cates Lupker and Colombo’s (1994) res
since Lupker and Colombo found facilitati
only for low frequency irregular primesand

targets. p
re

f

rt
-
t
d

e

nt

y

y
is

The fact that interference from low frequen
irregular primes was quite weak in Condition
(only showing up in the error data) could
explained if phonological codes for low fr
quency irregular primes are derived m
slowly than those for high frequency prim
(Seidenberg et al., 1984). It may be that a
tain level of activation is needed in order
obtain these interference effects and an SO
129 ms might be too brief for the phonologi
code for a low frequency irregular word to
highly activated.

It is also possible that the short SOA mi
explain the absence of facilitation from rhym
regular primes. That is, facilitative effects fro
friends might arise more slowly than comp
tion from enemies. If so, then the longer S
used in Condition B would be more likely
produce facilitation from rhyming primes.

Condition B

Naming latencies.Trials were excluded from
these analyses if the naming latency was ou
the cutoff times (1.9% of all trials) or if th
target was mispronounced (3.9% of all trial

Mean naming latencies are presented in T
1. There was a significant main effect of Pri
Regularity (F1(1,22)5 22.11,p , .001,MSe5
1968.5;F2(1,56) 5 10.71, p , .005, MSe 5

764.0) and a Prime Regularity by Relatedn
nteraction (F1(1,22)5 10.80,p , .05,MSe5
898.6; F2(1,56) 5 3.54, p 5 .06, MSe 5
1162.3). No other effects were significant.

Planned comparisons showed that, in the
jects analyses, target naming was significa
delayed by the high frequency irregular (t1 (23)
5 1.90,p , .05, one-tailed;t2 (15) 5 1.07,p .
.05, one-tailed) and low frequency irregulart1
(23) 5 1.90,p , .05, one-tailed;t2 (15) 5 .85,
p . .05, one-tailed) primes, although these
fects were not significant in the items analys
Target naming was not significantly facilitat
by the high frequency regular or low frequen
regular primes (t1 , 1; t2 , 1 in both cases).

Naming errors.Mean percentages of erro
for each condition are presented in Table 1.
analysis of naming errors showed signific
main effects of Relatedness (F1(1,22) 5 4.32,
, .05, MSe5 19.2; F2 (1, 56) 5 4.35,p ,
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204 PEXMAN, CRISTI, AND LUPKER
.05, MSe 5 17.9) and Prime Regulari
F1(1,22) 5 42.37, p , .001, MSe 5 24.8;

2(1,56)5 7.63,p , .01,MSe5 113.8) and
significant interaction of Relatedness and Pr
Regularity (F1(1,22) 5 4.49, p , .05, MSe5

3.2;F2(1,56)5 12.07,p , .001,MSe5 17.9).
he Prime Frequency by Prime Regularity

eraction was significant in the subjects anal
F1(1,22)5 9.29,p , .001,MSe5 40.8;F2 ,

1). These effects are attributable to a high n
ber of errors in the related condition for hi
frequency irregular primes. No other effe
were significant.

Using planned comparisons we examined
differences between naming errors in the rel
and unrelated conditions for each type of prim
target pair. There were significantly more err
in the related condition for high frequency
regular primes (t1 (23) 5 4.13,p , .001, one
tailed; t2 (15) 5 2.44,p , .05, one-tailed) an
for low frequency irregular primes (t1 (23) 5
2.46,p , .05, one-tailed;t2 (15) 5 2.42,p ,
.05, one-tailed). The effects for high frequen
regular and low frequency regular primes w
not significant (t1 , 1; t2 , 1 in both cases).

The results of Condition B showed equi
ent interference effects from both high and l
requency irregular primes. These results
lightly different than those of Condition
here the interference effect was much stron

or high frequency irregular primes. This diffe
nce, however, is reasonably well explained

he longer SOA in Condition B. When the SO
as increased from 129 to 314 ms the pho

ogical codes for low frequency irregular wor
ecame more fully activated and produced m

nterference for naming regular neighbors.
As in Condition A, there was again no e

ence of facilitation of target naming fro
hyming primes. This finding is somewhat pro
ematic for the conspiracy model (Taraban

cClelland, 1987) and its hypothesis th
eighbors interact with each other and with

arget and contribute to the synthesis of a
unciation.
In Condition C we continued our examin

ion of the time course of phonological interf
nce and facilitation using an SOA of 814 ms

an be assumed that by 814 ms the automatt
e

s

-

e
d
-

e

r

y

-

e

-

t

activation generated by prime processing ha
some extent, dissipated and that whatever
vation remains is being maintained by strate
control (Neely, 1977). That is, the activati
available at 814 ms SOA is likely to invol
strategic anticipation of target phonology, rat
than being due to automatic activation wit
neighborhoods.

As noted, Burt and Humphreys (1993)
report interference effects after a substan
delay between prime and target. They c
cluded that phonological priming is a learn
effect rather than an activation effect as po
lated by Taraban and McClelland’s (198
model. However, Burt and Humphreys’s par
ipants pronounced both the prime and tar
The output code generated when naming
prime aloud could, at least in theory, provide
additional source of interference. In the pres
study participants did not name the prime alo
Thus, if interference effects are observed
Condition C, our results would extend Burt a
Humphreys’s results by demonstrating that
terference effects for target naming occur
longer intervals even without overt naming
the prime.

Condition C

Naming latencies.Trials were excluded from
these analyses if naming latencies were ou
the cutoff times (1.7% of all trials), or if th
target was mispronounced (2.0% of all trial

As illustrated in Table 1, three main effe
were significant: Relatedness (F1(1,28) 5
13.31, p , .05, MSe 5 1628.9; F2(1,56) 5
11.27,p , .001,MSe5 1319.7), Prime Regu
arity (F1(1,28) 5 91.28, p , .001, MSe 5
029.7;F2(1,56) 5 13.67, p , .001, MSe 5
528.6) and Prime Frequency (F1(1,28)5 8.12,

p , .05, MSe5 854.5;F2(1,56) 5 2.43, p 5
.12,MSe5 3528.6), although the main effect
Prime Frequency was not significant by ite
These effects were qualified by a signific
Relatedness by Prime Regularity interac
(F1(1,28) 5 39.33, p , .001, MSe 5 728.6;

2(1,56) 5 14.08,p , .001, MSe5 1319.7)
o other effects were significant.
Planned comparisons showed significant
icerference for high frequency irregular primes
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205FORM PRIMING IN NAMING
(t1 (29) 5 3.94,p , .001, one-tailed;t2 (15) 5
2.34, p , .05, one-tailed), and for low fre
quency irregular primes (t1 (29) 5 4.65, p ,
.001, one-tailed;t2 (15) 5 2.98,p , .01, one
tailed). There was no facilitation from eith
high frequency regular primes or low frequen
regular primes (t1 , 1; t2 , 1 in both cases).

Naming errors.Mean percentages of erro
or each condition are presented in Table 1.
nalysis of naming errors showed signific
ain effects of Relatedness (F1(1,28) 5 8.61,
, .01, MSe5 38.3; F2(1,56) 5 15.69,p ,

.001, MSe 5 9.2) and Prime Regulari
(F1(1,28) 5 34.59, p , .001, MSe 5 39.7;

2(1,56)5 14.32,p , .001,MSe5 38.1). The
Relatedness by Prime Regularity interac
was also significant (F1(1,28)5 9.62,p , .01,
MSe 5 39.7; F2(1,56) 5 15.69, p , .001,

Se5 9.2). No other effects were significa
Planned comparisons showed significant

erences between error rates in the related
nrelated conditions for high frequency irre

ar primes (t1 (29) 5 3.16,p , .005, one-tailed
t2 (15) 5 2.82,p , .01, one-tailed), and for lo
requency irregular primes (t1 (29) 5 1.94,p ,
05, one-tailed;t2 (15) 5 2.78, p , .01, one
tailed). There were no differences in nam
errors between related and unrelated condit
for either high frequency regular primes or l
frequency regular primes (t1 , 1; t2 , 1 in both
cases).

Priming with either a high or low frequen
irregular word at 814 ms SOA delayed nam
of regular targets. Further, the interference
fects observed in Condition C do not appea
be due to a strategic expectancy proces
interference with target naming had arisen
cause participants were expecting a rhym
word (even after processing an irregular prim
and, hence, were keeping the relevant proc
ing structures active, this would explain w
there was interference in the irregular pri
condition. However, such a strategy should
have led to facilitation when regular rhymi
primes preceded target words. This was no
case as the results of Condition C showed l
evidence of facilitation from regular rhymin
primes.
The results from Experiment 1 indicate that
e
t

-
d

s

-

If
-
g
)
s-

o

e

conspiracy effects of body enemies do a
automatically and persist even after a prim
automatically generated activation should h
substantially dissipated. Facilitation, on
other hand, does not arise either automatic
or, at least under the present circumstan
strategically.

Taraban and McClelland’s (1987) conspir
model has some difficulty accounting for th
data. According to the model, conspiracy effe
result from the persistence of the activat
generated by the prime. Thus, the interfere
effects in Condition C can only be explained
we assume that automatic prime activation h
rather long duration. Furthermore, the find
that at all three SOAs priming from bo
friends did not facilitate the subsequent nam
of regular neighbors also poses at least a b
a problem for the model.

Taraban and McClelland (1987) reported
cilitation in nonword naming when nonwo
targets were preceded by regular words. Thu
is a puzzle why facilitation was not found in t
present study (or by Lupker & Colombo, 199
using word targets. Other than the differenc
the nature of the targets, possibly an impor
difference between the two studies is tha
Taraban and McClelland’s study primes w
read aloud. Thus, the facilitation they repor
may have been the result of facilitation deriv
from an output code. For example, the use
sufficiently similar articulatory-motor com
mands for primes and targets at the output s
of naming may have produced faster tar
naming.

Hypothesizing that phonological priming
fects are due to output codes is not with
precedent. As noted, Bradshaw and Nettlet
(1974) results seemed to show that overt a
ulation of both prime and target is necessar
order to get interference effects. They arg
that interference occurs only when different
ticulatory output sets are used in success
While the results of Experiment 1 indicate t
this conclusion is too strong, it could be the c
that naming the prime increases output inter
ence for irregular primes and regular targ
and/or that naming the prime produces faci

tion when primes and targets rhyme. If these
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206 PEXMAN, CRISTI, AND LUPKER
types of interference and facilitative proces
exist, they may be different from the ones p
posed by the conspiracy model which locali
the effects at the phonological code genera
stage of naming. These issues were investig
in Experiment 2.

EXPERIMENT 2

In Experiment 2 a between-subjects des
was used to compare target naming latencie
participants who read the primes aloud to ta
naming latencies for participants who read
primes silently. In order to provide the b
comparison between these two groups of
ticipants, prime presentation duration w
matched as closely as possible: The mean n
ing times for each of the primes in the “re
primes aloud” (Aloud) condition were used
determine how long each of the primes sho
be presented in the “read primes silently” (
lent) condition.

Method

Participants.The participants in Experime
2 were 56 undergraduate students at the
versity of Western Ontario. The first 28 indiv
uals to participate in the experiment were
signed to the Aloud condition and the next
individuals were assigned to the Silent con
tion. In addition, in order to counterbalan
assignment of targets to related and unrel
conditions, two groups of participants were c
ated in both the Aloud and Silent conditions.
in Experiment 1, participants were assigne
these groups by their order of participation
the experiment.

Apparatus and stimuli.The apparatus an
timuli for Experiment 2 were the same as th
sed in Experiment 1.
Procedure.The procedure used in Experim
was similar to the one used in Experimen

articipants were told that they would be p
ented with a series of word pairs. The particip

n the Aloud condition were instructed to re
loud both the primes and targets as quickly
s accurately as possible. In this condition, e

rial began with a 1000 ms fixation cross, imm
iately followed by the prime which remained
he screen until the participant named it aloudt
s
-
s
n
d

r
t
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d
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o

e

.
-
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Once the participant had initiated a naming
sponse, the screen was blank for 500 ms. A
ms interstimulus interval was used so that
target would not appear while the prime was
being named. Following this interval the tar
appeared and remained on the screen unti
participant named it aloud. Once the particip
had initiated the naming response for the tar
the screen was blank for an intertrial interva
2000 ms.

The participants in the Silent condition we
instructed to read the primes silently and p
nounce the targets aloud, as quickly and
accurately as possible. The mean naming
tency for each prime in the Aloud condition w
calculated and used as the presentation dur
for that prime in the Silent condition. Thus,
participants in the Silent condition the prim
presentation duration varied from prime
prime. The trial procedure for the Silent con
tion was the same as that used in the Al
condition, except that the primes were prese
for predetermined intervals and the participa
responded only to the targets. Since the ave
naming latency for primes in the Aloud con
tion was 560 ms, and a 500 ms blank screen
presented between presentation of the pr
and targets, the average SOA for trials in
Silent condition was 1060 ms.

To ensure that participants in the Aloud c
dition were not adopting any unusual strate
in order to name the primes and targets in
cession, we conducted a pilot study in which
participants were asked to name the stimuli u
in Experiments 1 and 2. For this pilot stu
stimuli were presented individually rather th
as prime-target pairs. Presentation order
randomized for each participant. The corre
tion between mean naming latencies for
prime stimuli in the pilot study (M 5 528 ms

D 5 56) and for the primes in the Alou
ondition (M 5 560, SD 5 59) wasr 5 .88.
herefore, the naming process for primes in
loud condition appeared to be quite simila

he process used in a standard naming tas

esults and Discussion

Naming latencies.In the Aloud condition

.rials were excluded if the naming latency was
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207FORM PRIMING IN NAMING
outside the cutoff times (1.5% of all trials), or
the prime or target was mispronounced
prime was mispronounced on 2.5% of trials
the target was mispronounced on 7.6% of
als). Similarly, in the Silent condition, tria
were excluded if the naming latency was o
side the cutoff times (1.9% of all trials), or if t
target was mispronounced (6.4% of all tria
Mean naming latencies are presented in Tab
The correct naming latencies were submitte
a two (Relatedness) by two (Prime Regular
by two (Prime Frequency) by two (Participa
Group) by two (Instruction Condition) ANOVA
with Relatedness, Prime Regularity, and Pr
Frequency as within-subject factors and Pa
ipant Group and Instruction Condition as
tween-subject factors.

As illustrated in Table 2, the main effects
Prime Regularity (F1(1,52)5 161.38,p , .001,

Se5 1478.7;F2(1,112)5 39.82,p , .001,
MSe 5 3772.6) and Relatedness (F1(1,52) 5
4.89,p , .05,MSe5 941.2;F2(1,112)5 4.25,
p , .05,MSe5 655.6) were significant. The
main effects were qualified by a significa

TAB

Mean Naming Latencies (ms) and Naming Erro
as a Function of Prime Frequency, Prime

Prime type Related

Read primes aloud cond

High frequency
Regular 516 (0.4)
Irregular 602 (15.2)

Low frequency
Regular 522 (1.8)
Irregular 612 (17.4)

Read primes silently con

High frequency
Regular 545 (0.9)
Irregular 581 (13.3)

Low frequency
Regular 545 (1.3)
Irregular 588 (13.8)

*p , .05 by subjects.
** p , .05 by items.
Prime Regularity by Relatedness interaction
-

-

.
2.
o
)

e
-

(F1(1,52) 5 29.48,p , .001, MSe5 1150.9

2(1,112)5 33.19,p , .001,MSe5 655.6).
Also significant was the Instruction Conditi

by Prime Regularity interaction (F1(1,52) 5
19.37,p , .001, MSe5 1478.7;F2(1,112)5
3.57,p 5 .06, MSe5 3772.6). The differenc
between naming latencies for trials with regu
primes (M 5 528 ms) and trials with irregul

rimes (M 5 591 ms) was bigger in the Alou
ondition than in the Silent condition (M 5 547
s for trials with regular primes andM 5 577
s for trials with irregular primes). However, th

nteraction was qualified by the significant
truction Condition by Relatedness by Prime R
larity interaction (F1(1,52) 5 6.10, p , .05,

MSe5 1150.9;F2(1,112)5 5.32,p, .05,MSe5
55.6). No other effects were significant.
Planned comparisons were used to exam

he difference between latencies in the rela
nd unrelated conditions for each type of prim

arget pair. In the Aloud condition, target na
ng was significantly delayed for high frequen
rregular primes (t1 (27) 5 2.74,p , .05, one
tailed; t2 (15) 5 2.52,p , .05, one-tailed) an

2

rcentages (in Parentheses) for Targets in Experimen
gularity, Relatedness, and Instruction Condition

Unrelated RT effect Error effect

n (mean SOA5 1060 ms)

534 (1.8)118* 11.4
575 (6.7)227*,** 28.5*,**

541 (3.6)119*,** 11.8
574 (13.5)238*,** 23.9*

n (mean SOA5 1060 ms)

548 (2.5)13 11.6
569 (6.5)212* 26.8*,**

549 (2.6)14 11.3
570 (10.3)218*,** 23.5*,**
LE

r Pe
Re

itio

ditio
for low frequency irregular primes (t1 (27) 5
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208 PEXMAN, CRISTI, AND LUPKER
3.85,p , .01, one-tailed;t2 (15) 5 2.77,p ,
.01, one-tailed). Also, in that condition, fac
tation of target naming was significant for h
frequency regular primes (t1 (27) 5 1.82,p ,
.05, one-tailed;t2 (15) 5 1.50, p 5 .07, one
tailed) and for low frequency regular primest1
(27)5 1.93,p , .05, one-tailed;t2 (15)5 2.66,
p , .01, one-tailed). In the Silent conditio
target naming was significantly delayed for h
frequency irregular primes, although the eff
was not significant by items (t1 (27)5 2.10,p ,
.05, one-tailed;t2 (15) 5 .96, p . .05, one
tailed). There was also a significant effect
low frequency irregular primes (t1 (27) 5 3.15,
p , .01, one-tailed;t2 (15) 5 3.11,p , .005,
one-tailed). Finally, in the Silent condition, f
cilitation of target naming was not significa
for either high frequency regular primes or l
frequency regular primes (t1 , 1; t2 , 1 in both
cases).

We also compared the size of interfere
and facilitation effects, across frequency, in
Aloud and Silent conditions. The magnitude
the interference effects from irregular primes
the Aloud and Silent conditions differed on
marginally (t1 (54) 5 1.39,p 5 .09, one-tailed
t2 (62) 5 1.35,p 5 .09, one-tailed). The ma

itude of the facilitation effects from regu
rimes in the Aloud and Silent did differ si
ificantly (t1 (54)5 2.48,p , .05, one-tailed;t2

(62) 5 1.59,p 5 .06, one-tailed), as would b
expected since significant facilitation was
served only in the Aloud condition.

Naming errors.Mean percentages of erro
for each condition are presented in Table 2.
analysis of naming errors showed signific
effects of Relatedness (F1(1,52) 5 9.99, p ,
.01, MSe5 44.0; F2(1,112)5 3.81, p , .05,

Se 5 64.1), Prime Regularity (F1(1,52) 5
183.89,p , .001, MSe 5 52.3; F2(1,112) 5
33.21,p , .001,MSe5 196.6) and their inte
action (F1(1,52) 5 24.79, p , .001, MSe 5
45.2; F2(1,112) 5 11.56, p , .001, MSe 5
64.1). There was also an effect of Prime F
quency which was significant only in the su
jects analysis (F1(1,52) 5 17.62, p , .001,
MSe5 29.8;F2(1,112)5 1.54,p 5 .22,MSe5

96.6) and an interaction of Prime Freque

nd Prime Regularity that was significant only
t

e
t

-

y

n the subjects analysis (F1(1,52) 5 4.50,p ,
.05,MSe5 43.5;F2 , 1). No other effects wer
significant.

Planned comparisons showed that in
Aloud condition, the difference between err
in the related and unrelated conditions was
nificant for high frequency irregular primest1
(27) 5 5.16, p , .001, one-tailed;t2 (15) 5
2.18,p , .05, one-tailed) and for low frequen
irregular primes in the subjects analysis (t1 (27)
5 2.37,p , .05, one-tailed;t2 , 1). There wer

o effects for either high frequency regu
rimes or low frequency regular primes (t1 , 1;

t2 , 1 in both cases).
In the Silent condition, there were significa

effects in the errors for high frequency irregu
primes (t1 (27) 5 4.13,p , .001, one-tailed;t2
(15) 5 2.41, p , .05, one-tailed) and for lo
requency irregular primes (t1 (27) 5 2.12,p ,
.05, one-tailed;t2 (15) 5 1.50, p 5 .07, one
tailed). There were no effects for either h
frequency regular primes or low frequency r
ular primes (t1 , 1; t2 , 1 in both cases).

The results of Experiment 2 suggest th
although interference from body enemies
curs even when primes are not read aloud
effects may be larger when the prime is r
aloud. Bradshaw and Nettleton (1974) arg
that overt articulation of both prime and targe
necessary to produce interference effects. T
suggested that an articulatory output set ma
established briefly when the prime is nam
and that the application of this set may inh
subsequent naming of a target that shares
prime’s orthography but not its phonology. T
results from Experiment 2 are partly consis
with this view. The fact that the interferen
effect was numerically larger when primes w
read aloud suggests that processes of this
may in fact be involved.

The results from Experiment 2 also supp
the conclusion that facilitation from regu
rhyming primes does occur when the primes
read aloud. A possible explanation, in line w
the Bradshaw and Nettleton (1974) argumen
that facilitation occurs when a similar articu
tory set is established for naming the prime
the target. Taken together, the results from

periment 2 suggest that there may be some
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209FORM PRIMING IN NAMING
validity to Bradshaw and Nettleton’s (197
claim that output codes are a source of b
interference and facilitation effects.

EXPERIMENT 3

The main generalization to be drawn from
results of Experiments 1 and 2 is that pho
logical facilitation requires output coding of t
prime while phonological interference is p
duced by both output and phonological cod
of the prime. In Experiment 3 we attempted
determine which component of target proce
ing is affected by these prime codes. Tha
target processing also must involve both p
nological and output coding. Although Bra
shaw and Nettleton (1974) suggested that ta
output is the process affected by the prim
output code, it is equally possible that
prime’s output code is actually affecting t
phonological coding of the target.

We addressed these issues by using a s
prime-target pairs like EIGHT-HATE that ha
the same relation between output codes as t
in the previous experiments (e.g., MAT
HATE), but that have a different relation b
tween orthography and phonology. If, in pre
ous experiments, what is being affected by
primes is the output coding process of the
get, these EIGHT-HATE pairs should produ
similar effects to those observed previou
(i.e., facilitation only when the prime is name
However, because the phonological coding
cess of the target is different from that of
prime, if that process is the process being
fected, no facilitation effects would be e
pected.

There is some literature on the issue
EIGHT-MATE priming. In a lexical decisio
task, Hillinger (1980) reported facilitation f
EIGHT-MATE word pairs. Martin and Jens
(1988), however, were unable to replicate H
inger’s effect. Using a naming task, Pe
Lukatela, and Turvey (1990) also reporte
failure to find facilitation for MATE primed
with EIGHT. In the Peter et al. experimen
however, participants read the prime silen
before naming the target. Based on the resul

the present Experiment 2, it is possible that th
h
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-

et

of

se

e
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naming of MATE would have been facilitated
the prime EIGHT had been named aloud.

One question to be addressed in Experim
3, then, is whether there is facilitation f
EIGHT-HATE as well as MATE-HATE whe
both primes and targets are named. A sim
question can be asked about the interfere
effects. That is, since TOMB as a prime lead
interference in naming the target BOMB, w
ROOM as a prime lead to interference in na
ing the target BOMB (either when the prime
named or when it is not)? If so, it would imp
cate the target output process as a locus o
interference effect. If not, it would suggest t
the locus of the interference effect was so
the process of generating the target’s phono
ical code.

Method

Participants.The participants in Experime
3 were 88 undergraduate students at the
versity of Western Ontario. The first 44 indiv
uals to participate in the experiment were
signed to the Aloud condition and the next
individuals were assigned to the Silent con
tion.

Apparatus.The apparatus was the same
that described for Experiment 1.

Stimuli.As in Experiments 1 and 2, the sti
uli for Experiment 3 included both regular a
irregular primes. Although each participant w
presented with pairs of stimuli (one prime a
one target in each pair), the stimuli for t
experiment consisted of triples of two prim
and one target. The triples were constructe
that formal similarity of prime and target cou
be manipulated within items. For instance
the regular prime condition, one prime-prim
target triple was EIGHT-MATE-HATE. Usin
this triple, participants would either be p
sented with a phonologically and formally si
ilar prime-target pair (MATE-HATE), a phon
logically similar and formally dissimilar prime
target pair (EIGHT-HATE), or an unrelated p
(AXE-HATE or WINE-HATE). Similarly, a
prime-prime-target triple in the irregular prim
condition was ROOM-TOMB-BOMB, and pa
ticipants would either be presented with a p

enologically dissimilar and formally similar
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210 PEXMAN, CRISTI, AND LUPKER
prime-target pair (TOMB-BOMB), a phonolo
ically “pseudodissimilar” and formally dissim
lar prime-target pair (ROOM-BOMB), or a
unrelated pair (SEW-BOMB or CHEF-BOMB

As in Experiments 1 and 2, the unrela
pairs (e.g., SEW-BOMB) were created such
there was minimal overlap in orthography
tween the prime and target. The mean ove
between primes and targets in the unrel
condition was 0.35 letters.

Thirty-two rhyming prime-prime-target tr
ples were selected such that target freque
was less than 55 per million (M 5 14.9, Me-
dian 5 18) and the primes shared the reg
phonology of the target (“regular” prime con
tion). Another 28 prime-prime-target tripl
were selected such that target frequency
less than 55 per million (M 5 14.4, Median5
10) and one prime was irregular and forma
similar to the target and the other prime rhym
with the first prime but was formally dissimil
to the target (“irregular” prime condition).

In this experiment, prime frequency was
manipulated. Because there was a limited n
ber of stimulus triples from which to choose
were unable to match the frequency of the
types of primes (formally similar and dissim
lar) in the regular and irregular conditions. T
mean frequencies of the primes in the reg
condition were 130.0 (Median5 21.0) and 37.
Median 5 11.0) for the formally similar an
issimilar primes, respectively. The mean
uencies of the primes in the irregular condit
ere 300.1 (Median5 50.0) and 150.5 (Med
n5 21.5) for the formally similar and dissim

lar primes, respectively. In Experiment
here prime frequency was manipulated

he SOA was similar to that used in this exp
ment, prime frequency did not interact w
elatedness in either the latency or error d
herefore, although the mean frequencies

he prime conditions in Experiment 3 we
omewhat different, there was no reason to
ieve that any effects involving relatedne
ould be affected by those differences.
There were four different versions of t

timulus list in the experiment as each ta
as paired with each of the two types of rela

rimes and the two types of unrelated primes. I
t

p
d

y

r

s

t
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t

rder that each participant see only one ver
f the stimulus list, four groups of participan
ere used in both the Aloud and Silent con

ions. Participants were assigned to these gr
y the order in which they appeared for
xperiment.
Following eight practice trials, each parti

ant was presented with 60 experimental tr
he stimuli were presented in a different r
om order for each participant. A complete
f the primes and targets is presented in
ppendix.
Procedure.The procedure was similar to th

sed in Experiment 2. The mean naming late
or each prime in the Aloud condition was c
ulated and was used as the presentation
ion for that prime in the Silent condition. Sin
he average naming latency for primes in
loud condition was 612 ms, and a 500
lank screen was presented between the p
nd target, the average SOA for trials in
ilent condition was 1112 ms.

esults and Discussion

Naming latencies.Trials were excluded from
hese analyses if the naming latency was ou
he cutoff times (2.4% of trials in the Silent a
loud conditions combined), or, in the Alo
ondition, if the prime or target was misp
ounced (the prime was mispronounced
.1% of trials and the target was mispronoun
n 5.2% of all trials). In the Silent conditio

rials were also excluded if the target was m
ronounced (3.0% of trials). Mean naming

encies are presented in Table 3. The cor
aming latencies were submitted to a two (

atedness) by two (Prime Regularity) by t
Formal Similarity) by two (Participant Grou
y two (Instruction Condition) ANOVA, with
elatedness, Prime Regularity, and For
imilarity as within-subject factors and Part
ant Group and Instruction Condition as

ween-subject factors.
As illustrated in Table 3, the main effect

rime Regularity was significant (F1(1,80) 5
39.78, p , .001, MSe 5 1211.9;F2(1,52) 5
2.19, p 5 .09, MSe5 12800.6). The intera
tions of Prime Regularity and Relatedn

n(F1(1,80) 5 6.46, p , .05, MSe 5 1134.8;
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211FORM PRIMING IN NAMING
F2(1,52)5 3.34,p 5 .07, MSe5 2712.6) and
rime Regularity and Formal Similari

F1(1,80) 5 10.20,p , .005, MSe5 1292.6

2(1,52)5 3.61,p 5 .06,MSe5 2100.7), wer
also significant.

Further, the three-way interaction of Pri
Regularity, Relatedness, and Formal Simila
was significant (F1(1,80) 5 22.24, p , .001,

Se 5 1127.4; F2(1,52) 5 4.00, p , .05,
Se5 4447.9), as was the four-way interact
f Instruction Condition, Prime Regularity, R

atedness, and Formal Similarity (F1(1,80) 5
4.83,p , .05,MSe5 1127.4;F2(1,52)5 2.07,

5 .14, MSe5 2149.9), although this effe
as not significant in the items analysis. T

nteraction of Prime Regularity, Relatedne
nd Formal Similarity was much larger in t
loud condition.
Planned comparisons showed that, in

loud condition, there was significant interf
nce for formally similar, irregular prime
TOMB-BOMB) (t1 (43) 5 3.36, p , .001,

one-tailed;t2 (27)5 3.13,p , .005, one-tailed
Also, in that condition, facilitation of targ
naming was significant for formally simila

TAB

Mean Naming Latencies (ms) and Naming Erro
as a Function of Orthographic Similarity, Pri

Prime type Related

Read primes aloud cond

Formally similar
Regular 562 (3.5)
Irregular 614 (10.7)

Formally dissimilar
Regular 586 (4.2)
Irregular 583 (4.8)

Read primes silently con

Formally similar
Regular 555 (3.4)
Irregular 587 (3.9)

Formally dissimilar
Regular 564 (2.0)
Irregular 574 (3.2)

*p , .05 by subjects.
** p , .05 by items.
regular primes (MATE-HATE) (t1 (43) 5 2.39,
,

e

p , .05, one-tailed;t2 (31) 5 1.36, p 5 .09,
one-tailed), although the effect was only m
ginally significant in the items analysis. T
effect for formally dissimilar, regular (EIGHT
HATE) primes went in the opposite direction
what had been expected (t1 (43) 5 1.79, p 5
.08, two-tailed;t2 (31) 5 1.74, p 5 .09, two-
tailed), and was not significant. Target nam
was not significantly affected by the forma
dissimilar irregular (ROOM-BOMB) primes (t1
, 1; t2 , 1). In the Silent condition, there w
significant interference for target naming
formally similar irregular primes (TOMB
BOMB) (t1 (43) 5 2.48,p , .01, one-tailed;t2
(27) 5 1.06,p 5 .15, one-tailed), although th
effect was not significant in the items analy
There was no significant effect for forma
similar regular primes (MATE-HATE) (t1 , 1;
t2 , 1), or for formally dissimilar irregula
(ROOM-BOMB) (t1 (43) 5 1.14, p 5 .13,
one-tailed; t2 (27) , 1) or regular (EIGHT

ATE) (t1 , 1; t2 , 1) primes.
We also compared the size of interfere

and facilitation effects in the Aloud and Sile
conditions. The difference in the interferen

3

rcentages (in Parentheses) for Targets in Experimen
Regularity, Relatedness, and Instruction Condition

Unrelated RT effect Error effect

n (mean SOA5 1112 ms)

579 (3.8)117* 10.3
578 (4.7)236*,** 26.0*,**

575 (5.5)211 11.3
586 (4.5)13 20.3

n (mean SOA5 1112 ms)

561 (3.2)16 20.2
570 (2.7)217* 21.2

570 (3.2)16 11.2
582 (2.3)18 20.9
LE

r Pe
me

itio

ditio
effects from formally similar irregular primes in
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212 PEXMAN, CRISTI, AND LUPKER
the Aloud and Silent conditions was signific
by subjects and marginally significant by ite
(t1 (86) 5 1.69, p , .05, one-tailed;t2(27) 5
1.48,p 5 .09, one-tailed). The difference in t
acilitation effects from formally similar regul
rimes in the Aloud and Silent was margina
ignificant by subjects (t1 (86) 5 1.53,p 5 .06,
ne-tailed;t2 (31) 5 .96, p 5 .14, one-tailed)

due to the fact that facilitation was observ
only in the Aloud condition. The effects
formally dissimilar irregular primes were n
significantly different in the Aloud and Sile
conditions (t1 , 1; t2 , 1). The difference in th
effects of formally dissimilar regular primes
the two conditions was not significant (t1 (86)5
1.60,p 5 .15, two-tailed;t2 (31) , 1), and the
mall difference that did arise went in the wro
irection.
Naming errors.Mean percentages of erro

or each condition are presented in Table 3.
nalysis of naming errors showed a signific
ain effect of Instruction Condition (F1(1,80)

5 11.24,p , .001, MSe5 47.0; F2(1,52) 5
5.78,p , .05,MSe5 26.9). The interaction o
nstruction Condition and Prime Regularity w
lso significant (F1(1,80) 5 4.27, p , .05,

MSe5 24.1;F2(1,52)5 2.84,p 5 .09,MSe5
6.9), although the effect was only margina
ignificant in the items analysis.
This analysis also showed a significant in

ction of Prime Regularity and Relatedn
F1(1,80) 5 4.76, p , .05, MSe 5 32.6;

F2(1,52) 5 5.01, p , .05, MSe5 28.6). The
ther significant effect was the three-way in
ction of Instruction Condition, Prime Regul

ty, and Formal Similarity (F1(1,80) 5 6.11,
, .05,MSe5 24.1;F2(1,52)5 2.27,p 5 .13,
Se5 35.7), although the effect was not s
ificant in the items analysis.
Planned comparisons showed that, in

loud condition, there were significantly mo
rrors in the related condition for formally si

lar, irregular primes (TOMB-BOMB) (t1 (43)
5 2.73, p , .005, one-tailed;t2 (27) 5 2.35,

, .05, one-tailed). There were no other s
ificant effects in the Aloud condition (allt1 ,

1; t2 , 1). In the Silent condition, there were
ignificant effects (t1 , 1, t2 , 1).

The results of Experiment 3 for formally sim-
e
t

-
s

-

e

-

ilar primes and targets (TOMB-BOMB an
MATE-HATE) replicated the results of Expe
iment 2. For target naming, there was evide
that phonological interference from ene
primes occurred when primes were read
lently, and this effect appeared to increase w
primes were read aloud. Phonological facil
tion from friend primes occurred only wh
primes and targets were both named alo
These results in Experiment 2 led us to conc
that both phonological facilitation and, to so
extent, phonological interference are due to
put coding of the prime.

In Experiment 3 we attempted to determ
what target process or processes (i.e., pho
logical code generation or output) is being
fected in these tasks. This was done by de
mining whether the interference and facilitat
effects were dependent on formal similarity
tween the primes and targets. If the effects
to generating output codes for the primes
purely the result of interactions between co
at the output level, then formally dissimi
rhyming primes and targets would produce
same facilitation when named aloud as form
similar rhyming primes and targets. Our res
showed that formally dissimilar rhyming prim
did not affect target naming, regardless
whether the primes were named aloud. In a
tion, target naming was not interfered with
our primes that rhymed with, but were spel
differently than, our enemy primes even wh
those primes were named aloud. Thus, the
little evidence that either the facilitation or
terference effects observed in previous exp
ments were due simply to the interaction
output codes.

GENERAL DISCUSSION

In this paper, we have focused on the proc
underlying word naming. Clearly, this proce
involves translating orthographic codes i
phonological codes, and articulation. Our s
cific issue of interest has been how this w
naming process can be affected by phonol
cally similar and dissimilar primes. Our resu
suggest to us something very important ab
word naming and priming: The important co

ponents in these processes are not units and
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213FORM PRIMING IN NAMING
codes, but rather are the sharedconnectionsand
weights linking orthographic and phonologi
units. Thus, in the account of the data that
will propose, the central issue is how tho
weights are affected by the presentation of
mally similar primes.

In this research, we addressed two spe
empirical issues. The first issue was the imp
of naming the primes on both the interfere
from formally similar irregular primes and t
facilitation from formally similar (i.e., rhyming
regular primes. As noted, according to Tara
and McClelland’s (1987) conspiracy theo
these effects are due entirely to the phonolog
coding process. However, in Taraban and
Clelland’s studies, as in most other studie
this literature, participants named the prim
aloud, raising the possibility that output cod
are somehow involved in the process. In f
such a view had been expressed by Brads
and Nettleton (1974) who reported that th
interference effects do not arise when prim
are not named.

Our results show that irregular primes donot
have to be named in order to cause interfere
in naming regular targets. However, as repo
by Lupker and Colombo (1994), our results a
show that there is little, if any, facilitation fro
regular, rhyming primes when those primes
not named. In Experiments 2 and 3 the inter
ence and potential facilitation effects were
amined further by contrasting a condition
which participants read the primes silently w
a condition in which participants named
primes aloud. The results showed that the in
ference effects arising when primes are r
silently tended to increase when the prim
were named aloud. The results also indica
that naming the primes aloud does facilitate
naming of formally similar rhyming targets.

The second specific issue addressed in t
experiments was the time course of interfere
from irregular primes and facilitation from re
ular, rhyming primes. Taraban and McClella
(1987) argued that interference and facilita
arise because the residual activation of
prime’s representational structures influen
target processing. Burt and Humphreys (19

however, found that phonological interference
-
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survived a lengthy prime-target interval (10
tervening trials) and argued that this dela
interference was inconsistent with Taraban
McClelland’s residual activation account
well as with any other account that would try
explain these effects in terms of the concep
residual activation).

In our Experiment 1, interference was o
served at SOAs ranging from 129 to 814 ms
Experiments 2 and 3 interference (and faci
tion when the primes were named) was
served at average SOAs of 1060 and 1112
These findings suggest that although phono
ical interference effects arise rapidly, consis
with models attributing these effects to au
matic activation, the effects also persist w
beyond the time when automatic activation o
prime’s representational structures should h
decayed (unless maintained by control proc
es). The question is whether this time cours
interference and facilitation can be explained
any model of word naming.

Before considering how these results m
be interpreted by models of word naming,
should consider some empirical issues
rounding our lack of a facilitation effect wh
primes were not named. As noted, the tar
used in the regular prime condition were g
erally consistent. From the perspective of
conspiracy theory one might ask whether i
legitimate to expect facilitation when nami
regular-consistent words since these words
not exposed to competition from neighbors a
hence, are named very rapidly. Regular-inc
sistent words, on the other hand, are expose
some competition from irregular neighbors a
therefore, activating a friend of these wo
might be somewhat more likely to produce
cilitation. More generally, the question
whether the lack of facilitation is simply a flo
effect due to the speed with which regu
consistent words are named.

Certainly, this is a legitimate question. A
though Lupker and Colombo (1994) produ
little evidence of priming with (mainly) regula
consistent rhyming pairs, they did show t
when rhymingirregular word pairs involving
low frequency targets are used (e.g., WAS

SQUASH), facilitation is obtained, even when
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214 PEXMAN, CRISTI, AND LUPKER
the primes are not named. Thus, the chanc
observing facilitation may be higher for regul
inconsistent words than for regular-consis
words. As the results of the Aloud conditions
Experiments 2 and 3 indicate, however, fac
tation effectsareobtained for regular-consiste
words when the prime is read aloud. Thus,
clear that even regular-consistent words ca
facilitated if the conditions are right.

Further, one cannot explain those facilitat
effects by suggesting that target naming
generally slower, and thus above floor, w
facilitation was observed. In Experiment 2,
example, in the Aloud condition we observ
facilitation from regular rhyming primes (18 m
for high frequency primes and 19 ms for l
frequency primes) even though response ti
on the unrelated trials were actually sligh
fasterthan those for the same trials in the Sil
condition (534 and 541 ms for high frequen
and low frequency regular primes in the Alo
condition, and 548 and 549 ms for high and
frequency regular primes in the Silent con
tion, respectively). Thus, it seems unlikely t
the lack of facilitation when primes were re
silently was due to a methodological or em
ical artifact.

Models of Word Naming

According to Taraban and McClelland
(1987) conspiracy model, when a reader p
cesses a prime, the representational struc
for that word are activated. This activation
fects the time to generate a phonological c
for a subsequent target word. The model
dicts that the activation produced by a forma
similar irregular prime will inhibit pronuncia
tion of a regular target, because the prime
target have conflicting phonological featur
The activation produced by a regular prim
however, should facilitate regular target p
nunciation since the prime and target share m
phonological features.

Our discovery of interference even at re
tively brief SOAs supports the assumption
the conspiracy model that interference st
from activation of the prime. However, the fa
that the interference lasted well beyond the t

when automatic activation of the prime should
of

t
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have dissipated and further, that the effect d
not appear to be due to expectancies are diffi
to reconcile with the conspiracy model. Fina
as stated above, the conspiracy model sug
that facilitation and interference occur by
same mechanism—activation of neighbo
Thus, there is no reason to expect interfere
without parallel facilitation, as we found in a
three experiments when the primes were
silently.

To this point, we have been discussing
conspiracy model in the specific terms in wh
it was presented by Taraban and McClell
(1987). The generic model is somewhat m
flexible in that it involves a number of para
eters. Could the parameters of the conspi
model be set in such a way to make it pre
interference but not facilitation? The import
parameter here would seem to be the degre
inhibition between word-level units. When
prime word is presented, the lexical unit for
prime is activated. If one assumes that
activation has not decayed by the time the ta
word is presented, any formal similarity b
tween prime and target will serve to furth
increase the activation in the word-level unit
the prime. The resulting activation in this u
may be so strong that it inhibits target proce
ing at the word level. For a regular, rhymi
prime and target, this inhibition may then eli
inate any facilitation that might be provided
the fact that the prime and target share pho
logical features. For an irregular nonrhym
prime, this inhibition simply adds to the inte
ference effect. Thus, with the correct selec
of parameters the model could be made to
dict interference without facilitation.

There are two problems with this accou
however. The first is that it predicts inhibiti
effects even in a task like the lexical decis
task, in which there are typically no phonolo
ical facilitation effects. Such a prediction
inconsistent with the previous literature (e
Colombo, 1986; Lupker & Colombo, 199
Segui & Grainger, 1990). The second prob
is that it would be unable to explain the fac
tation in our Aloud condition. That is, in ord
to account for the increased interference f

enemy primes in the Aloud condition, one must
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215FORM PRIMING IN NAMING
make the assumption that naming the pr
more strongly activates the prime’s represe
tional structures (including its word-level un
effectively increasing the prime’s ability to i
hibit its neighbors. The problem, of course
that this increased inhibition would affect t
word-level units for friend targets as well. Th
the implication is that one would be less lik
to observe facilitation from friend primes in t
Aloud condition than in the Silent conditio
Obviously, this is not what occurred.

According to the tenets of the DRC mo
(Coltheart et al., 1993; Coltheart & Rast
1994) consistency effects are the result of
cessing on the lexical route. The workings
the lexical route are, in fact, quite similar
those embodied in the conspiracy model. T
the DRC model would make similar predictio
to those of the conspiracy model. As discus
above, it might be possible to set paramete
predict no facilitation. Overall, however, th
model will have no greater success than
conspiracy model because it will run into
same problems as the conspiracy model.

If one wishes to account for the present
sults, it appears that the most problematic is
to be dealt with is that when participants
called upon to name the primes, facilitat
effects emerge and interference effects bec
more potent. In fact, as Burt and Humphr
(1993) demonstrated, naming the prime p
duces phonological interference effects at
lays of up to 30 seconds between primes
targets. As they suggested, these types of re
really are best described by PDP-type mo
(i.e., models based on learned corresponde
between orthography and phonology) as lon
those models also incorporate shorter-te
larger weight changes.

To extend Burt and Humphreys’ (1993) e
planation to the present data, their explana
must also account for: (a) the lack of facilitat
from rhyming primes that are not named alo
and (b) the effects of naming the prime alo
(facilitation for rhyming pairs and increas
interference from formally similar, nonrhymin
primes). This can be accomplished if one
sumes that simply viewing the prime increa

the short-term weights for the orthography-to-
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phonology correspondences butonly to a cer
tain level, while naming the prime increas
those weights to a higher level.

More specifically, in English, the correspo
dence between orthography and phonology
most words is regular, by definition. For regu
primes, the weights in the PDP model alre
represent, to a large degree, the appropriat
thography-to-phonology correspondences. T
increasing these strengths to a certain leve
exposing the system to a regular rhyming pri
may not represent much of an increase. Reg
primes may thus have little effect on nam
rhyming targets. However, when the prime
named, the increase in short-term weig
would be more substantial. Those increa
weights may represent a strong enough
toward the regular pronunciation that regu
targets would show facilitation.

With respect to the interference effect,
orthography-to-phonology correspondences
irregular words are not very well represent
Thus, for irregular words, any weight chan
would be expected to produce interfere
when naming a regular, nonrhyming target e
when the prime is simply viewed. If tho
weights get an additional increase because
prime is named, the interference effect wo
of course, increase. It also follows that the
regular primes should produce reliable facil
tion effects when the target is a rhyming irr
ular word (e.g., WASH-SQUASH) as Lupk
and Colombo (1994) reported.

The bottom line is that the increased inter
ence and the appearance of facilitation can
be explained if one assumes that the effec
naming aloud is simply to create larger sh
term weight changes (i.e., weight changes
are larger than those that occur from just vi
ing the prime). That is, the effect of naming
prime aloud versus reading it silently is mer
a quantitative one. The result is to turn a sm
interference effect into a larger one and a
tually null facilitation effect into a significan
one.

Weight changes of this sort are descri
by McClelland and Rumelhart (1985) in th
distributed model of information processi

and memory. They describe a model of mem-
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216 PEXMAN, CRISTI, AND LUPKER
ory in which memory traces decay at a mu
slower rate than do patterns of activati
Individual inputs to the system“ . . . exert
large short-term effects on the weights,
after they decay the residual effect is con
erably smaller” (McClelland & Rumelha
1985, p. 166). If word primes have the sa
effect on the naming system as memory tra
do on the memory system, then this type
short-term weight change mechanism co
be used to model the effects observed in
present experiments. These assumpt
about the existence and influence of sh
term weights obviously need additional e
pirical evaluation.

Conclusions

The present results show, for word namin
pattern of facilitation and interference fro
body neighbors that cannot be easily expla
by any of the existing models. Those findin
suggest that priming effects arise not from
.

t
-

s
f

e
s
-

d

-

codes, but from learning effects on weigh
connections between orthography and pho
ogy.

This conclusion further points to the imp
tance of considering links and processes, ra
than units and codes, in explaining and pred
ing word naming. It appears that models
word naming in which effects are based on
influence of various codes (orthographic, p
nological, output) fail to capture what is ha
pening in our tasks. We suggest instead tha
types of priming effects we observed are b
captured by a model that attributes these eff
to the links between such representations.
also suggest that the present findings are
accounted for by a PDP-type model modified
include immediate, short-term, larger wei
changes on connections between orthogra
and phonology (Burt & Humphreys, 199
However, we also see no compelling reason
a similar mechanism could not ultimately
incorporated into other models (e.g., Colthe
ors

8

4

activation of phonological and output units oret al.’s (1993) DRC model) as well.

APPENDIX

Experiment 1:Stimuli and Item Means for Naming Latencies and Error Percentages
in Conditions A, B, and C

Prime type

Condition A Condition B Condition C

Latency Errors Latency Errors Latency Err

High frequency irregular

elated
what-chat 574 11 635 8 548 7
want-rant 627 0 631 0 626 0
mind-wind 620 44 651 42 541 14
son-don 564 17 592 42 606 7
none-lone 614 11 599 0 566 0
gross-floss 599 0 648 0 606 0
lose-hose 654 0 660 17 697 7
word-cord 600 5 641 0 596 0
move-cove 736 5 639 0 712 0
blood-brood 726 22 704 25 659 14
most-frost 619 0 558 0 574 0
done-hone 693 33 600 17 728 2
give-dive 615 33 584 17 576 0
have-cave 631 11 549 0 569 28
some-dome 585 11 619 8 694 1
put-nut 554 0 546 0 532 0
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APPENDIX—Continued
Prime type

Condition A Condition B Condition C

Latency Errors Latency Errors Latency Err

High frequency irregular

nrelated
mind-chat 571 11 564 0 522 0
lose-rant 588 5 568 0 694 5
son-wind 554 17 532 25 514 7
gross-don 620 5 558 17 577 7
want-lone 600 0 577 0 559 0
none-floss 614 0 549 0 529 0
word-hose 673 5 671 17 696 0
what-cord 557 0 545 0 562 0
blood-cove 575 0 634 0 558 0
done-brood 623 22 737 8 591 7
move-frost 541 0 619 0 592 0
give-hone 761 28 742 17 673 7
most-dive 523 0 575 0 561 0
some-cave 531 5 577 0 552 7
put-dome 601 5 603 8 591 0
have-nut 508 0 522 0 530 0

High frequency regular

elated
need-weed 555 0 535 0 543 0
help-kelp 598 0 612 0 571 0
tell-bell 554 0 537 0 583 0
size-prize 553 5 594 0 576 0
mass-lass 502 0 603 0 523 0
thin-chin 542 0 623 0 503 0
base-chase 539 5 550 8 532 5
site-kite 514 0 569 0 514 0
boy-toy 512 0 491 0 539 0
feet-beet 618 0 557 0 583 0
man-tan 589 0 544 0 517 0
ship-chip 646 5 629 0 571 0
back-sack 587 5 544 0 535 0
gun-bun 612 0 573 0 584 0
park-bark 575 0 568 0 584 0
chair-stair 607 0 562 0 591 0
nrelated
help-weed 547 0 553 0 536 0
need-kelp 654 0 633 0 601 0
mass-bell 565 0 508 0 503 0
tell-prize 579 0 556 0 548 0
size-lass 556 0 529 0 562 0
base-chin 574 0 557 0 524 0
site-chase 567 5 529 0 554 5
thin-kite 605 0 572 0 540 0
feet-toy 503 0 557 0 501 0
gun-beet 570 0 604 0 623 0
boy-tan 502 0 572 0 562 0
back-chip 483 0 565 0 502 0
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APPENDIX—Continued
Prime type

Condition A Condition B Condition C

Latency Errors Latency Errors Latency Err

High frequency regular

nrelated
man-sack 590 5 633 17 590 0
ship-bun 550 0 626 8 611 0
chair-bark 548 0 607 0 580 0
park-stair 585 0 601 0 534 0

Low frequency irregular

Related
deaf-leaf 621 11 650 0 589 7
tomb-bomb 612 5 592 8 640 0
wart-mart 616 0 615 0 570 0
sew-dew 604 0 621 8 605 0
said-raid 563 0 637 8 551 7
soot-loot 547 5 575 8 540 0
wand-sand 555 0 566 8 531 7
quoth-broth 598 0 696 0 614 0
quart-chart 652 0 566 0 600 0
squash-thrash 717 0 612 0 715
wash-mash 620 11 553 0 577 7
wear-sear 640 33 666 0 738 7
caste-paste 623 0 632 8 644
worse-morse 646 5 688 0 733 0
doll-toll 640 11 603 17 672 7
vein-stein 626 39 595 42 791 28

Unrelated
soot-leaf 563 0 541 0 528 0
deaf-bomb 683 5 597 0 625 0
said-mart 610 0 679 0 560 0
wart-dew 628 0 576 0 559 0
sew-raid 572 0 537 8 541 0
quoth-loot 623 0 545 8 550 0
tomb-sand 565 0 520 0 568 0
wand-broth 679 5 584 0 672 7
squash-chart 583 0 602 0 535
quart-thrash 661 0 755 0 670 0
wear-mash 539 11 584 0 548 0
vein-sear 684 5 699 0 604 0
worse-paste 587 0 632 0 599 0
wash-morse 636 0 618 0 618 0
caste-toll 523 5 671 17 587 0
doll-stein 672 22 591 25 613 21

Low frequency regular

Related
sled-fled 612 0 686 0 601 0
claw-flaw 576 0 613 0 592 0
bib-rib 544 0 556 0 529 0
noose-moose 581 0 692 17 581
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APPENDIX—Continued
Prime type

Condition A Condition B Condition C

Latency Errors Latency Errors Latency Err

elated
bug-tug 537 0 593 0 538 0
tent-dent 537 0 589 0 575 0
tail-nail 517 0 535 0 523 0
beer-deer 573 0 631 0 566 0
couch-pouch 691 11 565 8 609 0
sting-cling 603 5 544 0 571 0
log-hog 566 0 550 0 584 0
pig-dig 567 0 536 0 558 0
loom-doom 582 0 565 0 596 0
lamp-damp 590 5 527 0 549 0
nest-pest 622 0 560 0 562 0
cane-pane 597 5 553 5 545 0
nrelated
tail-fled 627 0 616 0 621 0
noose-flaw 599 0 565 0 584 0
bug-rib 570 0 548 0 558 0
claw-moose 603 0 549 8 585 0
sled-tug 601 0 558 0 541 0
beer-dent 581 0 560 0 564 0
tent-nail 546 0 541 8 540 0
bib-deer 612 0 576 0 547 0
sting-pouch 561 11 585 8 582 0
loom-cling 582 5 639 0 538 0
nest-hog 553 0 564 0 555 0
log-dig 553 0 550 0 559 0
pig-doom 558 5 651 0 584 0
couch-damp 539 0 573 0 547 0
cane-pest 536 0 602 0 604 0
lamp-pane 547 5 713 8 625 0

Experiment 2:Stimuli and Item Means for Naming Latencies and Error Percentages

Prime type

Aloud condition Silent condition

Latency Errors Latency Erro

High frequency irregular

elated
what-chat 579 7 591 0
want-rant 587 0 581 0
mind-wind 538 21 672 21
son-don 601 28 573 14
none-lone 559 14 535 7
gross-floss 598 0 596 0
lose-hose 625 7 630 21
word-cord 558 0 598 0
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APPENDIX—Continued
Prime type

Aloud condition Silent condition

Latency Errors Latency Erro

High frequency irregular

elated
move-cove 679 21 608 0
blood-brood 685 21 668 43
most-frost 570 14 541 0
done-hone 761 50 665 43
give-dive 619 21 536 0
have-cave 545 7 561 0
some-dome 641 14 566 43
put-nut 522 0 521 0
nrelated
mind-chat 549 0 587 0
lose-rant 580 0 595 0
son-wind 569 7 526 28
gross-don 564 0 574 7
want-lone 591 7 529 0
none-floss 596 0 595 0
word-hose 669 7 590 14
what-cord 548 7 537 0
blood-cove 617 0 695 0
done-brood 624 50 590 21
move-frost 520 0 592 0
give-hone 746 28 590 21
most-dive 493 0 519 0
some-cave 522 0 516 0
put-dome 579 0 610 7
have-nut 461 0 488 0

High frequency regular

elated
need-weed 494 0 528 0
help-kelp 547 0 612 0
tell-bell 473 0 496 0
size-prize 506 0 530 0
mass-lass 477 0 526 0
thin-chin 520 0 560 0
base-chase 519 7 519 0
site-kite 493 0 525 0
boy-toy 514 0 500 0
feet-beet 536 0 553 7
man-tan 500 0 527 7
ship-chip 557 0 620 0
back-sack 567 0 547 0
gun-bun 520 0 543 0
park-bark 500 0 543 0
chair-stair 562 0 577 0
nrelated
help-weed 510 0 523 21
need-kelp 639 0 671 0
mass-bell 632 14 524 0
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APPENDIX—Continued
Prime type

Aloud condition Silent condition

Latency Errors Latency Erro

High frequency regular

nrelated
tell-prize 536 0 540 0
size-lass 546 0 539 0
base-chin 555 14 553 0
site-chase 529 0 569 0
thin-kite 537 0 530 0
feet-toy 492 0 498 0
gun-beet 544 0 579 0
boy-tan 536 0 523 7
back-chip 481 0 493 7
man-sack 542 0 578 7
ship-bun 479 0 531 0
chair-bark 505 0 537 0
park-stair 552 0 579 0

Low frequency irregular

Related
deaf-leaf 521 0 519 0
tomb-bomb 575 7 567 7
wart-mart 524 0 605 0
sew-dew 635 7 575 0
said-raid 655 21 621 0
soot-loot 538 57 557 7
wand-sand 536 0 499 0
quoth-broth 635 0 611 7
quart-chart 586 7 577 0
squash-thrash 658 36 685 1
wash-mash 534 7 541 7
wear-sear 723 7 729 43
caste-paste 591 43 650 7
worse-morse 698 7 617 21
doll-toll 651 14 587 36
vein-stein 756 64 676 71

Unrelated
soot-leaf 534 50 538 7
deaf-bomb 564 0 557 14
said-mart 557 0 540 0
wart-dew 552 7 571 0
dew-raid 578 14 553 0
quoth-loot 610 14 558 7
tomb-sand 533 28 536 14
wand-broth 623 0 599 7
squash-chart 546 7 541 0
quart-thrash 627 0 631 7
wear-mash 495 0 509 0
vein-sear 594 7 674 21
worse-paste 570 7 564 0
wash-morse 575 0 582 14
caste-toll 577 28 522 21
doll-stein 688 57 634 43
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APPENDIX—Continued
Prime type

Aloud condition Silent condition

Latency Errors Latency Erro

Low frequency regular

Related
sled-fled 563 0 612 0
claw-flaw 563 0 553 0
bib-rib 519 0 539 0
noose-moose 516 7 519 0
bug-tug 517 0 519 0
tent-dent 488 0 538 0
tail-nail 496 0 511 0
beer-deer 485 0 557 0
couch-pouch 536 7 550 0
sting-cling 541 0 608 0
log-hog 492 0 482 0
pig-dig 507 0 554 7
loom-doom 529 0 550 0
lamp-damp 497 7 580 7
nest-pest 540 7 535 0
cane-pane 568 0 510 7

Unrelated
tail-fled 627 0 574 7
noose-flaw 589 21 568 0
bug-rib 543 7 557 0
claw-moose 564 0 544 7
sled-tug 542 0 523 0
beer-dent 545 0 585 0
tent-nail 506 14 554 0
bib-deer 527 0 597 7
sting-pouch 537 0 565 0
loom-cling 564 0 565 7
nest-hog 482 0 507 0
log-dig 481 0 532 0
pig-doom 556 7 550 7
couch-damp 489 7 509 0
cane-pest 526 0 532 0
lamp-pane 562 0 536 0
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APPENDIX—Continued

Experiment 3:Stimuli and Item Means for Naming Latencies and Error Percentages

Prime type

Aloud condition Silent condition

Latency Errors Latency Erro

“Regular” formally similar

Related
tile-bile 569 0 603 0
liar-briar 666 0 695 0
staff-chaff 619 9 678 27
perk-clerk 568 0 471 0
goal-coal 582 0 578 0
moon-coon 628 11 540 0
cope-dope 526 0 508 0
cream-dream 555 0 555 0
tame-fame 522 0 604 9
cries-flies 533 18 527 9
moat-gloat 582 0 598 0
thief-grief 587 0 554 0
mate-hate 510 0 544 0
fire-hire 523 0 515 0
cane-mane 507 0 507 0
beat-meat 551 0 565 0
hole-mole 503 0 516 0
boor-moor 560 0 509 18
goose-moose 509 22 481 0
noise-poise 676 0 490 9
nude-rude 512 0 499 0
tale-sale 516 0 583 0
stew-spew 517 20 747 45
lacks-tacks 570 0 570 0
wall-tall 490 9 513 0
bird-third 564 0 559 0
first-thirst 541 0 626 0
light-tight 539 0 587 0
rough-tough 542 0 479 0
wine-vine 567 0 623 0
made-wade 567 0 563 0
field-yield 525 0 488 0

Unrelated
tame-bile 598 0 564 0
light-briar 739 0 599 27
tale-chaff 899 33 579 36
moon-clerk 592 0 588 0
mate-coal 539 0 555 0
perk-coon 535 11 559 0
fire-dope 540 0 596 0
moat-dream 544 0 544 0
bird-fame 543 0 530 9
goal-flies 541 18 545 0
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APPENDIX—Continued
Prime type

Aloud condition Silent condition

Latency Errors Latency Erro

“Regular” formally similar

Unrelated
noise-gloat 658 0 601 0
tile-grief 591 0 504 0
wine-hate 543 9 511 0
cope-hire 531 0 603 9
wall-mane 553 9 553 9
first-meat 501 0 474 0
cries-mole 513 0 533 0
rough-moor 548 0 629 0
nude-moose 641 0 589 0
goose-poise 556 0 655 0
cream-rude 569 0 608 0
vein-sale 553 0 537 0
thief-spew 600 30 629 18
made-tacks 604 0 533 0
lacks-tall 569 0 455 0
hole-third 543 0 573 0
stew-thirst 563 0 521 0
liar-tight 576 0 526 0
field-tough 642 10 624 0
beat-vine 585 0 546 0
staff-wade 546 0 512 0
boor-yield 601 0 547 0

“Irregular” formally similar

Related
warn-barn 598 0 502 0
dead-bead 731 36 746 9
heard-beard 684 9 596 10
tomb-bomb 608 11 612 0
blood-brood 746 45 776 27
quart-chart 550 0 510 0
what-chat 545 10 558 0
word-cord 569 0 634 0
wear-dear 601 0 651 0
sew-dew 623 0 645 0
some-dome 626 27 609 9
break-freak 623 9 582 0
most-frost 563 0 577 0
sown-frown 668 22 558 0
lose-hose 625 0 569 0
deaf-leaf 620 27 585 0
none-lone 560 0 692 0
soot-loot 758 0 589 0
worse-morse 758 0 617 10
worm-norm 546 0 521 0
caste-paste 629 0 596 0
low-plow 588 18 572 0
said-raid 596 9 603 0
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APPENDIX—Continued
Prime type

Aloud condition Silent condition

Latency Errors Latency Erro

“Irregular” formally similar

Related
wand-sand 540 10 525 0
four-sour 570 0 529 0
squash-thrash 705 0 589 9
shoe-toe 574 0 465 0
wool-tool 555 0 518 0

Unrelated
worm-barn 565 0 629 0
four-bead 698 0 638 18
worse-beard 553 9 584 0
sew-bomb 574 0 515 0
most-brood 548 30 600 36
wear-chart 548 9 527 9
blood-chat 585 0 549 0
deaf-cord 586 0 512 0
break-dear 552 0 545 9
said-dew 568 0 561 0
heard-dome 541 9 545 0
wand-freak 574 0 613 0
what-frost 544 0 532 0
warn-frown 651 0 643 0
squash-hose 570 10 662 0
tomb-leaf 562 0 470 0
word-lone 568 9 525 0
none-loot 515 0 468 0
caste-morse 597 0 574 0
lose-norm 574 0 603 0
some-paste 582 0 530 0
quart-plow 586 10 635 0
soot-raid 675 0 530 0
dead-sand 521 0 615 9
low-sour 522 10 572 0
wool-thrash 680 0 652 0
sown-toe 577 0 617 0
shoe-tool 578 0 559 0

“Regular” formally dissimilar

Related
aisle-bile 584 0 628 0
buyer-briar 655 9 581 9
graph-chaff 758 0 756 20
quirk-clerk 596 10 546 0
bowl-coal 624 0 537 0
tune-coon 605 0 562 0
soap-dope 544 0 488 9
maim-fame 594 0 550 0
guys-flies 635 9 604 0
note-gloat 578 0 533 18
beef-grief 561 0 606 0
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APPENDIX—Continued
Prime type

Aloud condition Silent condition

Latency Errors Latency Erro

“Regular” formally dissimilar

elated
eight-hate 562 0 540 0
choir-hire 573 0 612 0
vein-mane 577 0 568 0
suite-meat 569 0 506 0
soul-mole 484 0 487 0
lure-moor 620 33 556 0
juice-moose 518 0 551 0
toys-poise 607 0 595 0
lewd-rude 495 0 554 0
veil-sale 595 0 628 0
flu-spew 685 18 575 9
axe-tacks 642 10 647 9
maul-tall 604 0 600 0
nerd-third 624 9 561 0
worst-thirst 513 0 518 0
quite-tight 570 0 480 0
cuff-tough 621 0 541 0
sign-vine 563 0 529 0
suede-wade 520 0 554 0
sealed-yield 558 0 590 0
nrelated
sign-bile 512 0 541 0
quite-briar 660 0 709 9
veil-chaff 717 13 557 18
guys-clerk 607 9 526 0
nerd-coal 681 18 685 0
soap-coon 621 10 594 0
soul-dope 558 0 646 9
note-dream 504 0 474 0
eight-fame 550 0 564 0
bowl-flies 598 11 696 27
toys-gloat 580 0 501 0
buyer-grief 566 0 586 0
axe-hate 537 0 481 0
quirk-hire 543 0 594 0
graph-mane 558 9 511 0
worst-meat 533 0 522 0
tune-mole 530 0 553 0
sealed-moor 504 0 559 0
lewd-moose 504 0 517 0
cane-poise 609 9 543 9
juice-rude 536 0 514 0
cuff-sale 566 0 508 0
beef-spew 711 30 797 11
suede-tacks 602 20 534 9
maim-tall 558 9 533 18
choir-third 614 0 703 0
flu-thirst 570 0 586 0
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APPENDIX—Continued
Prime type

Aloud condition Silent condition

Latency Errors Latency Erro

“Regular” formally dissimilar

nrelated
aisle-tight 581 0 551 0
seem-tough 584 0 584 0
suite-vine 581 0 591 0
maul-wade 543 0 486 0
lure-yield 542 0 497 0

“Irregular” formally dissimilar

elated
horn-barn 507 0 581 0
fled-bead 710 10 558 20
curd-beard 708 9 690 0
room-bomb 525 18 607 0
mud-brood 697 18 724 18
port-chart 553 0 523 0
nut-chat 598 0 602 0
nerd-cord 532 0 500 0
care-dear 560 0 543 0
so-dew 564 0 521 0
sum-dome 597 0 636 9
make-freak 634 0 564 0
toast-frost 595 0 617 0
moan-frown 610 0 564 0
cruise-hose 581 0 606 9
chef-leaf 545 0 483 0
sun-lone 542 0 504 0
put-loot 506 0 506 0
curse-morse 657 0 624 18
germ-norm 548 0 557 0
mast-paste 646 0 625 0
dough-plow 563 9 590 0
bled-raid 571 0 555 9
bond-sand 521 0 520 0
bore-sour 552 18 530 0
posh-thrash 643 20 666 0
glue-toe 541 0 563 0
bull-tool 553 0 557 0
nrelated
germ-barn 494 0 523 0
port-bead 671 22 650 0
curse-beard 702 9 619 9
chef-bomb 548 0 586 0
toast-brood 686 18 657 27
bond-chart 619 9 636 0
mast-chat 582 0 548 0
so-cord 601 9 539 0
make-dear 556 0 608 0
bled-dew 570 0 646 0
curd-dome 542 9 511 0
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APPENDIX—Continued
Prime type

Aloud condition Silent condition

Latency Errors Latency Erro

“Irregular” formally dissimilar

nrelated
care-freak 593 0 650 0
mud-frost 583 0 542 0
horn-frown 585 0 578 0
moan-hose 629 10 560 0
room-leaf 508 0 574 0
nerd-lone 551 0 558 0
sun-loot 519 0 563 0
nut-morse 626 0 512 0
cruise-norm 536 0 543 0
sum-paste 550 0 506 0
bore-plow 636 0 729 27
put-raid 542 0 605 0
fled-sand 594 0 645 0
dough-sour 697 0 619 0
bull-thrash 646 0 630 0
posh-toe 540 0 498 0
glue-tool 525 0 542 0
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